Abstract: This case study presents an overview of a well-defined corporate maintainability program that is implemented by a third-party contractor for facilities at a National Aeronautics and Space Administration ͑NASA͒ site. The third-party contractor is a full-service organization providing design, construction, operations, and maintenance service through a design/build/maintain/operate contract. As the owner, NASA provides guidelines for the maintainability program, which the third-party contractor implements at the project level. This case study chronicles the actions taken by the owner and contractor in implementing maintainability at the corporate and project levels. The structure of this case study follows the six milestones of the Construction Industry Institute model process for maintainability implementation.
Introduction
The traditional project delivery process can be fragmented and disconnected, with little information fed forward or backward. End-users are typically relegated to operating and maintaining what is built, which can result in high life-cycle costs, and in particular, excessive maintenance costs. Accordingly, many owners are reevaluating business strategies to incorporate maintainability into earlier phases of the project delivery process.
The Construction Industry Institute ͑CII͒ maintainability research team has developed a model process for maintainability implementation consisting of six milestones: ͑1͒ commit to implementing maintainability; ͑2͒ establish maintainability program; ͑3͒ obtain maintainability capabilities; ͑4͒ plan maintainability implementation; ͑5͒ implement maintainability; and ͑6͒ update corporate program ͑CII 1999͒. The six milestones are grouped into two levels: ͑1͒ corporate, and ͑2͒ project. Through CII's maintainability milestones this case study presents how an owner organization, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration ͑NASA͒, has taken a proactive approach to implementing maintainability.
NASA is moving toward a more fully integrated project delivery process by delegating the planning, design, construction, and operation and maintenance ͑O&M͒ of its Johnson Space Center ͑JSC͒ to a single third-party contractor. NASA has employed the full-services organization Brown and Root Services Corporation-Pioneer ͑BRSP͒ in a fixed-price, performancebased contract to perform work at the JSC. With this contract, the owner delegates single-point responsibility for performance results of designed facilities, making the contractor a key contributor to maintainability implementation. The information contained within this case study was obtained through ͑1͒ personal interviews with engineering and maintenance personnel at both the owner and third-party contractor organizations, and ͑2͒ a review of the company literature on the maintainability program.
Corporate Program
The corporate maintainability program is owner-defined by NASA, which outlines guidelines and requirements for project implementation. However, the corporate maintainability program is adopted and modified by each of 10 NASA field centers. This case study presents the maintainability program implemented at the JSC in Houston.
The JSC is located on the Texas coastal plain about 25 mi southeast of downtown Houston, not far from Galveston Bay. With an annual budget of $3.4 billion, JSC has 14,716 employees, including 3,387 civil servants. JSC is the lead center for ness and commitment for maintainability are cogently expressed in a policy statement and a policy directive. Fig. 1 cites a specific policy statement for maintainability taken from Section 2.02.04 of the NASA Facilities Engineering Handbook. Supplementing this policy statement is a policy directive for the management of facilities maintenance. Posted on the NASA Intranet, the policy directive is to ''provide maintenance and repair of facilities and collateral equipment while minimizing life-cycle facilities costs.'' Accordingly, the policy directive supports activities that improve technical and managerial processes to minimize life-cycle maintenance and repair costs.
To facilitate implementation of the policy directive, specific responsibilities are assigned to appropriate corporate personnel, as shown in Table 1 . The appropriate metrics for quantifying and analyzing facilities maintenance for this policy directive are still in development. Nonetheless, the policy statement and policy directive combined reflect a commitment to maintainability by NASA, the owner.
The policy directive endorses a maintenance management program capable of developing and implementing an annual work plan that identifies in budget dollars all planned and projected maintenance for a given fiscal year. One of the improvement activities supported by the policy directive is implementation of a computerized maintenance management system ͑CMMS͒. The CMMS is a tool used to establish and record maintenance performance history and is also a means for planning, scheduling, and producing maintenance work orders. JSC employs an in-house CMMS program that stores ͑1͒ maintenance tasks and instructions; ͑2͒ an inventory of all equipment and systems on site; ͑3͒ equipment information, including O&M requirements; ͑4͒ new equipment purchases; ͑5͒ statistics for conditioning monitoring test results ͑that is, vibration͒; and ͑6͒ warranty data. The CMMS generates work orders and requests for maintenance, in addition to serving as a repository for maintenance data that can be analyzed for future continuous improvement activities.
Milestone 2: Establish Maintainability Program
To establish a maintainability program, NASA provides two corporate handbooks that set guidelines for integrating maintainability into projects: ͑1͒ the NASA Facilities Engineering Handbook, and ͑2͒ the NASA Facility Project Implementation Handbook. The NASA Facilities Engineering Handbook contains a specific maintainability policy statement ͑shown earlier in Fig. 1͒ that reinforces the importance of maintenance considerations in design. The primary maintainability design concepts and justifications are as follows:
1. Accessibility-Providing adequate accessibility to system/ equipment will enhance safety, effectiveness, and efficiency of maintenance; 2. Commercial availability of spare parts-Providing commercially available spare parts minimizes supply delay time during maintenance; 3. Cost for replacement parts-Providing replacement parts of reasonable price minimizes life-cycle costs for maintenance; 4. Standard tools-The use of standard tools for maintenance simplifies maintenance tasks and decreases the amount of training required; and 5. Clear instructions for maintenance tasks-Providing clear instructions for maintenance tasks increases the likelihood of proper maintenance. While the previous handbook provided general maintainability design concepts, the NASA Facility Project Implementation Handbook highlights implementation activities for direct integration into the project delivery process. As shown in Fig. 2 , specific sections of the handbook incorporate maintainability into the planning, design, construction, and start-up project phases. The start-up project phase of NASA is termed ''facility activation.'' Maintainability is an inherent design characteristic, meaning project design and maintenance considerations should occur simultaneously. To enhance overall facility performance and lifecycle cost, it is extremely important to integrate O&M input into the design process. O&M personnel provide working knowledge of the actual performance of equipment and facilities. Preparations for full O&M capability should therefore be made concurrently with design and construction activities.
During project planning, experienced O&M personnel who can provide maintenance knowledge and input should be identified. Their involvement is vital for delivering an end-product that is maintenance cost-efficient and cost-effective for the entire life cycle of the eventual facility. To ensure active participation of O&M, project funds need to be allocated for their time and involvement. Their input will directly influence the maintenance strategy chosen for the facility. A maintenance strategy can consist of one or a combination of the following strategies: reactive, preventive, predictive, or proactive.
Integration of O&M into design requires a defined project delivery process with milestones, metrics, and tools such as design and process checklists. Additionally, collecting implementation data via an established feedback system will assist in continuous improvement of the maintainability process. During construction, procurement of full O&M documentation and training is important for efficient and effective start-up and facility operations. The optimal time to collect maintenance information is at the time of procurement while the information is readily available through the vendor or designer. Also, securing spare parts on-site will reduce the chances of costly time delays. O&M training must be completed before facility start-up, so the team is adequately prepared to solve any operational problems quickly and effectively.
The activation phase is the final phase to plan for maintainability. At NASA, activation is the start-up process where building commissioning for maintainability is completed. During this phase, O&M procedures can be tested and revised as appropriate. O&M training and procedures can also be adjusted to accommodate for any design or construction changes that may have resulted. Additionally, the maintenance strategy can be modified appropriately to mesh with existing operations/facilities. With suppliers, contractors, and designers still involved in the project Fig. 2 . NASA-plan, design, construct, and activate for maintainability during this phase, it is an ideal opportunity to fine-tune the O&M procedures and training while expertise and information are readily available to help document maintenance procedures and requirements.
Project Program
NASA selected Brown and Root Services Corporation-Pioneer ͑BRSP͒, a joint venture company, to provide base operations support services ͑BOSS͒ at the JSC. The following sections of this case study describe the BOSS contract and the implementation of maintainability at the project field site.
Maintainability Milestones 3 and 4: Obtain Capabilities and Plan Implementation
In the past, JSC has used various service providers for maintenance and capital projects. In 1997, NASA moved toward a more fully integrated project delivery process with a new business methodology. The BOSS contract was a bold step toward achieving maintainability for the facilities at JSC. By issuing a performance-based service contract, JSC eliminated the traditional cost-plus contracting method. A single contractor would now be responsible for the service performance of its design, which was a strong incentive to design for maintainability.
The purpose of the BOSS contract is to acquire a broad range of base support services, including public works, logistics, and security. Specifically, the public works portion of the BOSS contract includes engineering and construction services and plant operations and maintenance. Nine cost-plus contracts were consolidated into this one performance-based contract, which could pose some considerable challenges-this BOSS contract is the first performance-based services contract of its size to be awarded at JSC. As stated in the BOSS contract, ''it is the government's intent to allow the contractor maximum management control to develop and implement a program that is innovative, resourceful, and customer oriented.'' NASA wanted to create flexibility and efficiencies in the project delivery process to obtain quality, maintainable projects.
The BOSS contract between NASA and BRSP began on April 1, 1997. BRSP has sole responsibility to design, construct, operate, and maintain the facilities at JSC. The contract term is for 5 years-one base year plus four one-year renewal options. NASA's exercise of option years is contingent upon BRSP continuing to provide high-quality service. The BOSS contract award value for 5 years is $128 million, with potential for growth, making the BOSS contract worth approximately $25 million annually. The scope of the BOSS contract is limited to small capital projects less than $200,000 in construction cost, with a cap limit of 400 projects per year. The project direct-hire work force exceeds 400 people with an additional 150-200 subcontract employees on the project team.
Facility Activation Program
The facility activation program outlines NASA's previsions for implementing maintainability, and in the BOSS contract employed at JSC, it is the most significant owner provision concerning maintainability implementation. Facility activation is defined by NASA as the process of bringing a new capability on-line following the completion of the capital project. It spans the entire project delivery process from requirement documents all the way through final acceptance. Facility activation includes, but is not limited to, such activities as installation of noncollateral equipment, connection of noncollateral equipment to its interface, checkout of systems, and validation activities in support of operational readiness testing. Table 2 presents several typical facility activation activities.
The end goal of facility activation is to ensure the site O&M personnel are fully equipped to manage the facility after construction. Accordingly, the facility activation program provides for efficient transition from construction to O&M. Fig. 3 displays a project timeline overviewing the facility activation project delivery process. Significant maintainability activities are bolded. Maintenance-related preparations for facility activation include ͑1͒ design reviews for maintainability and operability; ͑2͒ construction inspections for maintainability and operability; ͑3͒ preparation of preventative and predictive maintenance procedures; and ͑4͒ baseline data gathering. The facility activation program also manages equipment warranties and O&M data with a CMMS.
Facility activation consists of four main components: ͑1͒ facility activation plan; ͑2͒ facility activation coordinator; ͑3͒ work methods; and ͑4͒ process coordination methods. The BOSS contract refers to a facility activation plan intended to minimize transition time between construction completion and O&M support. The plan helps coordinate efforts from design through activation or start-up and provides for O&M training, procedures, and documentation so end-users are fully prepared to operate the facility. To oversee the facility activation program and plan, BRSP employs a full-time facility activation coordinator who serves as a link between design, construction, and O&M personnel. The coordinator identifies BOSS projects ͑construction cost Ͻ$200,000͒ and prepares budget estimates and proposals for facility activation activities for those projects. If applicable, the coordinator will also prepare estimates for preventative maintenance and predictive technology, as well as reliability-centered maintenance ͑RCM͒. In addition, the coordinator maintains a monthly report on all facility activation activities. The monthly reports highlight new equipment installed, the number of working projects, number of walk-throughs attended, number of prework meetings attended, and beneficial occupancy turnovers. The facility activation coordinator provides these monthly reports to keep NASA informed of project status.
Facility activation is implemented with various work methods and process coordination methods. These formal methods help ensure O&M input into planning, design, and construction. Work methods provide guidelines and overall concepts to assist in planning and designing for maintainability by identifying major players and their overarching responsibilities. Process coordination methods are specific project activities that help ensure a maintainable project when performed in a logical sequence. These methods identify distinct project activities and personnel to complete the project activity by outlining design inputs, design reviews, inspections, and proper preparation of O&M data. In addition, these methods support the contractor's application for ISO 9001 registration.
Obtaining O&M input for design is an initial and crucial step in implementing maintainability and is also a formal work method. The BOSS contract requires project files to document that design criteria/input has indeed been incorporated and obtained from cross-functional areas within BRSP and NASA. These cross-functional areas include plant maintenance and operations, environmental, engineering manager construction supervisor, facility activation, construction, safety, fire protection and detection issues, pressure systems, and the RCM department.
Due to the long-term, performance-based nature of the BOSS contract, BRSP has increased responsibility and accountability for its design, thus escalating the importance of life-cycle costs and maintainability as design and business criteria. As shown in Table  3 , another formal work method is outlining project roles and responsibilities to facilitate maintainability implementation during facility activation. To assist the project team in planning for maintainability, this work method includes a reliability and maintainability worksheet. Shown in Fig. 4 , the worksheet poses questions intended to propel the project team to think about reliability attributes and maintenance strategy for the selected system/project. The worksheet is a means for putting forward the correct questions to the proper people at the appropriate time. The BRSP Fig. 3 . Typical facility activation project delivery process for NASA and BRSP engineer or designer on the project is responsible for seeking the necessary input to complete the worksheet. Ideally, this worksheet is completed during project planning, ensuring that any input can be incorporated into design in a timely manner.
The facility activation coordinator uses process coordination methods during the entire project. One method in particularcalled facility activation-is crucial to successful maintainability implementation as it makes certain project activities are performed with appropriate project members. As shown in Fig. 5 , activities are assigned to project members during design, construction, and activation. Required meetings and/or conferences are scheduled early in the project process. Essentially, this process method helps structure a logical and timely progression of project activities with key project members to enhance maintainability integration, among other items, into the delivery process.
Standards Working Group
Within NASA, the multidisciplinary Standards Working Group ͑SWG͒ meets bimonthly to discuss ongoing improvements to the design process. Composed of personnel from NASA facilities engineering, NASA O&M, NASA construction, and BRSP engineering, the SWG meets to change and/or augment maintainability implementation in the design guide specifications, referred to as SPECSINTACT. For example, the SWG incorporated the following maintainability design criteria into SPECSINTACT: accelerometers shall be installed on all rotating equipment ͑7.5 hp or greater͒. The designed-in predictive maintenance capability for the rotating equipment will help to prevent impending failures and thus minimize downtime.
The BOSS contract references SPECSINTACT as design criteria, thereby requiring projects to integrate SPECSINTACT with the added SWG maintainability modifications into design. Any deviations from SPECSINTACT must be approved by the NASA project engineer, documented in the project file, and logged onto the project control sheet. The SPECSINTACT have assisted in a consistent implementation of maintainability design criteria across all BOSS projects.
Maintainability Milestones 5 and 6: Implement, Track, and Update Typically, projects are screened for facility activation requirements during the preliminary design process. A memorandum of understanding ͑MOU͒ is written to communicate understanding between BRSP and NASA of project scope and requirements. Accordingly, the MOU scope is screened for maintainability requirements, and feedback is given to the project engineer. If necessary, a preliminary construction and facility activation estimate are prepared with the MOU for planning and budget purposes.
Concurrently, constructability and maintainability reviews are planned for the appropriate design stages. Traditional reviews come at 30, 60, and 90% detailed design complete. As a minimum, all projects receive a 90% constructability and maintainability review. In addition to design reviews, engineers and maintenance personnel participate in project walk-throughs to identify maintenance concerns so the items can be addressed in the design phase. After project design is completed, the facility activation coordinator and BRSP construction manager prepare construction and facility activation proposals for NASA review. After proposals have been accepted, construction begins.
Meanwhile, the facility activation coordinator reviews submittals of O&M data and provides O&M information to BRSP equipment specialists. The equipment specialist then transfers this maintenance data to the end-user. He or she is responsible for writing preventative and/or predictive maintenance procedures and properly documenting and entering this information into the CMMS. Instructions for the maintenance procedures should clearly describe ͑1͒ equipment location; ͑2͒ timing of task performance; ͑3͒ downtime duration, if any; ͑4͒ priority ranking; ͑5͒ date of last maintenance performed; ͑6͒ personnel performing task ͑that is, skilled craft͒; ͑7͒ crew size; ͑8͒ estimated labor hours; ͑9͒ required resources ͑tools and equipment͒; and ͑10͒ any unique requirements. References such as instruction manuals should also be included.
To help end-users quickly and accurately perform eventual maintenance, a timely and complete transfer of design and procurement information is paramount. The facility activation coordinator should work closely with the equipment specialist to guarantee a smooth transfer of information and understanding. It is the responsibility of the coordinator to gather and enter maintenance warranty data into the CMMS. Along with warranty data, the coordinator should include ͑1͒ purchase date, start-up date, and warranty expiration date; ͑2͒ expected equipment life ͑months͒; ͑3͒ original cost and replacement cost; ͑4͒ employee labor cost, vendor labor cost, and material cost; ͑5͒ equipment number; ͑6͒ 
Benefits, Costs, and Recommendations
The NASA strategy at JSC was to place all functions ͑design/ construct/operate/maintain͒ under one contract to obtain efficiencies and effectiveness in the project delivery process. The BOSS contract facilitates cross-functional communication among different phases of the project delivery process and allows the contractor maximum flexibility in performing its duties, including design for maintainability. Accrued benefits have included ͑1͒ increased communication and teamwork between owner, design/ constructor, and O&M personnel; ͑2͒ lower long-term maintenance costs; ͑3͒ more efficient start-up; and ͑4͒ establishment of warranty and baseline O&M data. From a project cost standpoint, an objective was to optimize the project delivery process.
As noted earlier, maintainability is subsumed within the operations of facility activation. Costs for facility activation are approximately 3% of project capital construction costs. The maintainability portion of facility activation costs include ͑1͒ design reviews; ͑2͒ development and input of RCM and warranty data into CMMS; ͑3͒ review of O&M data; ͑4͒ operations support of outages and start-up; and ͑5͒ field inspections. However, due to relatively recent application, it is not yet possible to quantify the true life-cycle cost savings of maintainability.
Documenting the lessons learned is an effective way of capturing maintainability experiences. Properly stored and organized, lessons learned can serve as a learning tool, preventing recurrence of maintenance problems and encouraging integration of maintainability concepts into future projects. At the time of this case study, maintainability lessons learned were not documented in any formalized process. An opportunity for improvement would be to implement some type of paper or electronic database for the storage and future retrieval of lessons learned. A standardized form would assist in capturing lessons learned and the consistent organization of information and could be integrated into the existing CMMS. The experiences from lessons learned could then be shared among projects and personnel through a central database.
Conclusion
This case study described the maintainability program implemented by a third-party contractor at an owner site. The owner driving the maintainability process expresses its commitment with a maintainability policy statement and policy directive. The maintainability process is outlined by a standardized facility activation consisting of process coordination and work methods. To optimize long-term maintenance costs, a long-term, performancebased service contract makes the third-party contractor responsible for maintainability of the design and construction of small capital projects. With this contract, the third-party contractor has the opportunity and flexibility to implement maintainability throughout the project delivery process. A facility activation coordinator enables communication and cooperation among project participants, both within the contractor team and with the owner.
As maintainability gains awareness and implementation, design criteria related to maintenance are being incorporated into the standard design specifications. Through facility activation and a performance-based service contract, this case study described how owner and contractor can work in tandem to incorporate maintainability into the project delivery process. While the relationship is still being forged, this example shows an owner and contractor taking steps toward a more integrated project delivery process through the deliberate incorporation of maintainability.
